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Unlocking the ihiihi of volleyball for all “ihiihi: (noun) thrill,
excitement, exhilaration, passion, elation”

Whanau thriving through volleyball

Manaakitanga – we give, we care, we respect.
Mahi Tahi – we listen, we connect, we inspire.
Tangata Aotearoa – we embrace diversity, we promote equity.

Volleyball has transformed into a
multi-code sport, recreation and
play activity at community through
to national level, with a significant
footprint on the sporting landscape.

New Zealand volleyball teams are a
source of pride and achieve targeted
international success.

All participants experience a strong
sense of hauora from playing
volleyball, that is intricately linked to
that of their whanau.

>50,000 Rangatahi playing beach,
grass and indoor volleyball; year on
year increases in members across
child, youth and adult categories;
and the majority of delivery partners
experiencing growth in participants.

Both genders winning beach volleyball
medals at the Commonwealth Games
and a top 16 result at the Olympic
Games; and achieving an indoor
volleyball Continental Ranking inside
the top 12 for Men and 10 for Women.

Increased physical, mental and social
wellbeing for all participants, including
Tangata Whenua and o le Moana.

Secondary School Sport NZ
participation data; VNZ individual
membership data; and an evidencebased participation narrative across
the whole of volleyball ecosystem.

Medals at the 2022, 2026 and 2030
Commonwealth Games; top 16 at the
2024 or 2028 Olympic Games; and
FIVB Asian Continental Ranking in
2026 and 2030.

Participant-centred measure(s) of
hauora; and an evidence-based
hauora narrative.

Te pou poirewa / our game
Te pou herenga / our relationships

Te pou tangata / our people

All New Zealanders can participate in and experience the ihiihi of
volleyball.

The whole of volleyball workforce is diverse, capable, sustainable and
supports our strategic pillars.

The past, present and future story of volleyball unites our community
and inspires New Zealanders.
The volleyball ecosystem is characterised by mutually beneficial
relationships that accelerate the realisation of volleyball’s growth
potential.
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TRADITIONAL SPORTS MODEL

- NSO led
- NSO ownership or association ownership
- High performance drivers
- Dependence on schools and clubs for delivery
- Requiring our communities to come to us
- Erring towards rigid, less mobile delivery
- Emphasis on performing

NEW COMMUNITY CENTRIC MODEL

- Relationships are critical
- Shared ownership
- Emphasis on both performance and community
- Responsive to needs and opportunities
- Highly mobile and out there, taking the sport to the people
- Flexible and creative delivery in new ways and new settings
- Emphasis on a quality experience

The ‘Volleyball Way’ is a term for a cultural review piece where the volleyball community contributes
and creates ‘the acceptable way we do things in volleyball’. This will get underway in 2022.
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Do you see yourself and your volleyball
community reflected in this strategic plan?
Are there other opportunities to be captured?
What important challenges need to be considered?
What additional knowledge, skills or resources
will be required to achieve these objectives?
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